Stormy Student Protest Against John Gates Ban

By Henry Giltos

MAR. 23 — The recent action of authorities barring essays by the weekly workers newspaper The Militant from New York's College of the City University has done nothing to stem the enthusiasm of the Militant's supporters. (See page 2)

Below is the New Cuban Crisis

Behind the New Cuban Crisis

Defies Racist "Traditions"

By Fred Halstead

MAR. 28 — Sparked by 300,000 shipyard workers, the British working class is preparing in mass* action to repulse the capitalist class and its government to make their voices heard. The Militant, with the British workers, is fighting a political and a physical struggle. For, as the British workers have written, "This is a matter of life and death!"

Shipyard Strike Hits Tory Gov't On Wage Policy

Rank and File Slate Wins in Dodge Local

Detroit Socialist Nominee Calls for a Labor Ticket

American Way of Life (Southern Style)
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The Santana Story

By George Lavan

Regroupment Prospects Discussed in New ISR

Behind the Crisis of Regime in Cuba

By William Bundy

The regime of General Fulgencio Batista, which has held Cuba in the iron grip of its brutal rule, is in serious crisis. Batista's regime has faced a number of setbacks in recent months, and its prospects for survival are uncertain. The government has attempted to suppress opposition movements and silence criticism, but the resistance has continued to grow. The recent election of the Cuban Constitution in 1940 was a significant moment in the history of the country, marking the end of the Spanish occupation and the beginning of the modern era. The Constitution established a democratic form of government with a strong presidency, and provided for a Congress of Deputies and a Senate. However, the government has failed to implement many of the provisions of the Constitution, and has instead maintained a repressive regime. The government has cracked down on any form of criticism or dissent, and has suppressed opposition movements. The government has also faced economic difficulties, with high inflation and skyrocketing prices. The government has attempted to address these issues by implementing economic reforms, but these have been met with resistance and have not been successful. The government has also faced military challenges, with a number of rebels and guerrilla groups fighting against the regime. The government has responded to these challenges by increasing its military presence, but this has not been effective in suppressing the resistance. The government has also faced international pressure, with a number of countries, including the United States, imposing sanctions and providing aid to opposition movements. The government has attempted to respond to this pressure by improving its relations with other countries, but this has not been successful. The government has also faced internal challenges, with a number of factional splits and power struggles within the ruling party. The government has attempted to maintain control over these factions, but this has been difficult. The government has also faced a number of social and economic problems, including poverty, unemployment, and lack of basic services. The government has attempted to address these issues, but this has not been successful. The government has also faced international challenges, with a number of countries, including the United States, imposing sanctions and providing aid to opposition movements. The government has attempted to respond to this pressure by improving its relations with other countries, but this has not been successful. The government has also faced internal challenges, with a number of factional splits and power struggles within the ruling party. The government has attempted to maintain control over these factions, but this has been difficult.
A New Attack on the Foreign Born

Since the opening of the cold war, foreign workers have been a special target for the radical right, particularly vulnerable because of their lack of citizenship. Special surveillance and persecution of the foreign-born has been a constant feature of the House Un-American Activities Committee throughout the cold war. The House committee has now moved to Chicago to continue its attacks on foreign language press as a major target.

The committee made the astounding "discovery," last week, that 15 of the 18 editors of foreign-language papers before it were "Communist-led." "We believe," according to the attorney's opening statement, "that they are a threat to the unity of the nation and to the security of the people of this country.

The committee's case is built on the fallacy that because a publication is of foreign origin, the committee may use its powers of field hearings and contempt proceedings against it. The committee's principal reason given for this completely unjustified attack is the fact that the publications in question are used by the foreign-born for discussion of the class struggle. The House committee has now moved to Chicago to continue its attacks on foreign language press as a major target.
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**New Chicago Group to Resist House 'Un-American' Probe**

MARCH 15 — The State United Socialist Communist League, a national front of Chicago to further its program of organizing and to extend its power of foreign-born unionists, held itself organized with,jointly sponsored by the Congressional Left and the Regroupment. The committee of in- militant socialist workers in Chicago on April 12 when the un-American Activities Committee, the House of Representatives, will consider the protests against the anti-labor drive, the general policy of the House committee to harass and victimize the labor movement.

**BANCROFT O'CONNOR**

editor and a labor and liberal movement has developed in itself as a dominating public opinion to the reactionary work of the House committee and its methods. The methods of the committee are rephrased to appear as if they were necessary in order to expose the un-American activities of the communist party, which is working to further its program, to further the program of the House committee.

Chairwoman of the committee is the distinguished journalist and pacifist, Mrs. Dorothy Thompson. Mrs. Thompson is the chairman of the Chicago Daily News. The paper of the Chicago Daily News.

## Calendar of Events

**Chicago**

Sun., April 7 — 5 P.M.
The Washington Park Fencer

CLAIRE LIGHTFOOT
Chairman.

**Detroit**

Fri., April 5 — 8 P.M.
**Detroit Free Press**

CLARK B. O'BRIEN
Chairman.

**Los Angeles**

Sun., March 31 — 6 P.M.
**Library Labor Forum**

CLARA S. WILSON
Chairman.

**New York**

Sun., April 1 — 8 P.M.
**New York Labor Forum**

CARL WASSER
Chairman.

**Los Angeles**

Sat., April 6 — 8 P.M.
**Los Angeles Labor Forum**

MIKE W. FLETCHER
Chairman.
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